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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce our Message Passing Interface
(MPI) based Object-Oriented parallel discrete event simulation
framework. The framework extends the capabilities of the OMNeT++ simulation system. In conjunction with this project,
our research efforts also include the development of synchronization methods suitable for architectural properties of the
distributed-memory and shared-memory parallel computer systems.
We intend to harness the computational capacity of these parallel systems for simulation, and to use this framework for modeling very large scale telecommunication networks to investigate protocol performance and rare event failure scenarios.

simulate mobile IPv6 networks in very large scale. For this
purpose, we intend to use the computational capacity of APAC
(http://www.vpac.org) and VPAC (http://www.apac.edu.au)
supercomputing clusters.
In this paper we present our MPI (Message Passing Interface) [MPI] based portable parallel discrete event simulation
framework. In a series of future articles, we will be reporting our related research on synchronization methods, efficient
topology partitioning for parallel simulation, and topology generation for mobile/wireless/cellular Internet.

2 Parallel Discrete Event Simulation

Discrete event simulation of telecommunications systems is
generally a computation intensive task. A single run of a wire1 Introduction
less network model with thousands of mobile nodes may easily
Inevitably, telecommunication networks are increasingly be- take several days and even weeks to obtain statistically trustcoming more complex as the trend toward the integration of worthy results even on today’s computers, and many simulation
telephony and data networks into integrated services networks studies require several simulation runs [Bagrodia et al., 1998].
gains momentum. It is expected that these integrated services Independent replicated simulation runs have been proposed to
networks will include wireless and mobile environments as reduce the time needed for a simulation study, but this approach
well as wired ones. As a consequence of the rapid develop- is often not possible (for example, one simulation run may dement, reduced time to market, fusion of communication tech- pend on the results of earlier runs as input) or not practical.
nologies and rapid growth of the Internet, predicting network Parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) offers an attractive
performance, and eliminating protocol faults have become an alternative. By distributing the simulation over several procesextremely difficult task. Attempts to predict and extrapolate the sors, it is possible to achieve a speedup compared to sequential
network performance in small-scale experimental testbeds may (one-processor) simulation. Another motivation for PDES is
yield incomplete or contradictory outcomes. Application of an- distributing resource demand among several computers. A simalytical methods is also not feasible due to the complexity of the ulation model often exceeds the memory requirements of a sinprotocol interactions, analytical intractability and size [Bagro- gle workstation. Even though distributing the model over sevdia et al., 1998]. For large scale analysis in both the spatial eral computers and controlling the execution with PDES algoand temporal domain, accurate and detailed models using par- rithms may result in slower execution than on a single workstaallel simulation techniques offer a practical answer. It should tion (due to communication overhead in the PDES mechanism,
be noted that, simulation is now considered as a tool of equal a slowdown of 30 to 50% per processor reported in [Bagrodia
importance as complementary to the analytical and experimen- et al., 1998]), but at least it is possible to run the model.
tal studies for investigating and understanding the behavior of
Discrete event simulation consists of events that are executed
various complex systems such as climate research, evolution of in order of the timestamps associated with each event. The
solar system and modeling nuclear explosions.
events are executed by logical processes (LP) that simulate one
As part of our ongoing research programs on analysis of pro- or more physical processes of the physical system under simutocol performance of mobile IPv6 networks, we have developed lation. An LP does not share state with any of its neighbors in
a set of OMNeT++ models for accurate simulation of IPv6 pro- the simulation. Messages are exchanged between LPs to reptocols [Lai et al., 2002]. We are now focusing our efforts to resent event execution and also to notify changes of state. In
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sequential simulations the events are kept in a global queue. In
PDES, different events in the simulation are distributed among
processors and each processor will now have to deal with messages arriving asynchronously from other processors.

Issue (2) is a definite drawback, considering that clusters are
more readily available than shared-memory multiprocessor systems, and are becoming the dominant form of supercomputers (see for example the Beowulf project (http://www.beowulf.
org). A novel and less known approach to PDES is the Statistical Synchronization Method (SSM) [Pongor, 1992].

2.1 Synchronization Methods for Parallel Discrete Event Simulation
2.1.2 Statistical Synchronization Method
In PDES different events in the simulation are distributed
among processors, each with their own local simulation time.
Messages can now arrive asynchronously from other processors
and hence synchronization is required to maintain causality.
The two traditional classes of algorithms for ordering events
in a parallel simulation are conservative and optimistic. Both
algorithms are exact in the sense that they produce the same
results as a sequential simulation would.

SSM works by sending statistics instead of messages. A message arrives at a segment Sa . Sa processes the message and
sends only statistical data derived from the message across the
link to the destination segment Sb . Sb re-generates the message
from the collected statistical data.
SSM does not require instrumentation of existing models,
only the addition of “statistical interfaces” to gather and collect the statistics. Not only is it comparably easier to implement
than the traditional methods, there is potential for much greater
speedup, because the method is less sensitive to network la2.1.1 Conservative and Optimistic Synchronization
tency, due to a reduction in synchronization overhead. However
the
result obtained from statistical synchronization is different
Conservative algorithms preserve the causality constraint
from
conservative and optimistic synchronization. The error
across LPs by ensuring that a message arriving at time τ can
can
be
attributed to the statistical nature of the synchronization.
only be processed if there are no other messages that will arrive
An
extension
to SSM, so-called SSM-T implemented in OMfrom other LPs with a timestamp less than τ . The optimistic apNeT++
is
developed
by Gabor Lencse [Lencse, 2002]. SSM-T
proach does not strictly enforce the causality constraint like the
is
a
time-driven
version
of SSM by introducing a new factor of
conservative approaches. The messages can potentially be prolocal
virtual
time
(LVT)
in each segment. The idea of SSM-T is
cessed out of order with respect to their timestamps i.e. it can
to
let
each
segment
run
independently and let the LVTs of the
process a message with timestamp of τ + ∆ and then process a
segments
meet
at
certain
points of time ensuring an approxinewly arrived message with timestamp τ . When the algorithm
mate
synchronism.
Lencse
has demonstrated SSM’s suitability
detects that the causality constraint has been violated, roll back
for
simulation
of
practical
networks
[Lencse, 1998].
of previous computations occur, and the messages are reordered
to preserve causality [Bagrodia and Takai, 2000]. Although
the PDES concept was introduced two decades ago [Fujimoto,
3 An Overview of the OMNeT++ Simu1990], it is still not part of the everyday practice: the most commonly used simulation tools like ns2 [of Southern California]
lation Framework
or OPNETTM [OPNET] have only recently added support for
parallel simulation. But lack of mature tool support is not the OMNeT++ is a C++-based discrete event simulation package
only cause for holding back development of PDES. The other developed at the Technical University of Budapest by András
Varga [OMNeT++, Varga, 2001]. The primary application area
contributory causes are:
of OMNeT++ is the simulation of computer networks and other
1. Difficulty in preparing models for PDES. They require distributed systems. It is open-source, free for non-profit use,
manual work: models have to be partitioned, and then in- and has a fairly large and active user community. It also alstrumented for parallel execution. This is extra implemen- lows the design of modular simulation models, which can be
tation effort, which may or may not pay off during actual combined and reused flexibly. Additionally, OMNeT++ allows
the composition of models with any granular hierarchy. It has
simulation experiments.
been shown that this simulation framework is suitable for sim2. Both conservative and optimistic PDES algorithms inher- ulation of complex systems like Internet nodes and dynamics
ently build on heavy communication and frequent syn- of TCP/IP protocols realistically [Kaage et al., 2001, Wehrle
chronization between LPs, and they are very sensitive to et al., 2001].
Simulated models are composed of hierarchically nested
communication latencies. For practical purposes, it is
only possible to achieve speedup on shared-memory mul- modules. In OMNeT++, there are two types of modules: simtiprocessors. On clusters, network latencies tend to ruin ple and compound modules. Simple modules form the lowest
hierarchy level and implement the activity of a module, and
speedup.
they can arbitrarily be combined to form compound modules.
3. Optimistic synchronization requires periodic state saving Modules communicate with message passing. Messages can be
and the ability to restore the entire simulation to previous sent either through connections that span between modules, or
states. This is difficult to implement and performance can directly to their destination modules. The user defines the structure of the model (the modules and their interconnection) by
suffer in cases of excessive rollback

using the topology description language (NED) of OMNeT++
[Varga, 1997].
Simple modules are implemented in C++, using the simulation kernel system calls and the simulation class library. For
each simple module, it is possible to choose between processstyle and protocol-style (state machine) modeling. Therefore,
different parts of computing and communication systems can
be programmed in their natural way and connected easily.
The simulation class library provides a well-defined application programmer’s interface (API) to the most common simulation tasks, including: random number generation; queues, arrays and other containers; messages; topology exploration and
routing; module creation and destruction; dynamic topologies;
statistics; density estimation (including histograms, P2 and ksplit [Varga and Fakhamzadeh, 1997]); output data recording.
The object-oriented approach allows the flexible extension of
the base classes provided in the simulation kernel.
Model components are compiled and linked with the simulation library, and one of the user interface libraries to form an
executable program. One user interface library is optimized for
command-line and batch-oriented execution, while the other
employs a graphical user interface (GUI) that can be used to
trace and debug the simulation.

Figure 1: A very simple parallel simulation: tic runs on
host tangles0 and toc runs on host tangles1. The
simulated communication links use MPI. MPI messages
are sent and received through TCP/IP over an Ethernet
switch connecting the hosts.

in the ini file; if you map several logical hosts into the same
physical machine, they will be merged into a single OMNeT++
process.

3.1 OMNeT++ Kernel Support for Implement4
ing Parallel Simulation
OMNeT++’s simulation kernel allows messages to traverse
across segments. A message can contain arbitrarily complex
data structures; these are transferred transparently, even between hosts of different architectures. The simulation kernel provides a simple synchronization mechanism (syncpoints,
available through the syncpoint() call) that can preserve
causality when sending messages between segments. Syncpoints correspond to null messages found in the literature.
To illustrate the concept of syncpoints, consider two segments A and B. Segment A must know in advance when it will
send the next message to segment B and announce it with the
syncpoint() call. The simulation kernel sends the syncpoint to segment B. When segment B’s model time reaches the
specified time, segment B’s simulation kernel blocks execution
until the promised message arrives from A. Then the simulation continues, typically but not necessarily with the message
that has just been received from A.
In the reverse case when A is ahead of B, A’s message arrived
at B before it has reached the syncpoint. In this case, there is
no problem and the syncpoint is just an unnecessary precaution. B just inserts the message in its future event set, clears the
syncpoint and continues execution.
Message sending and syncpoints enable one to implement
conservative PDES and also SSM. The simulation class library
contains objects that explicitly support the implementation of
models using Statistical Synchronization.
OMNeT++ supports flexible partitioning of the model. In the
NED language, by using machine parameters you can specify
logical hosts for different modules at any level of the module hierarchy of the network. You map logical hosts to physical ones

Design of the Parallelized OMNeT++
by using Message Passing Interface
(MPI)

OMNeT++ has support for parallelization through an abstract
interface, that is used by the simulation kernel to send and receive messages between segments (partitions of a simulation
model) when in distributed mode. The interface implementation allows the use of an arbitrary parallel programming library.
By using this design feature, we have added support for MPI
alongside existing support for PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine).

4.1 Parallel Simulation Example
We will now illustrate the organization of parallel simulation system through a very simple example. We have done
the development on the CTIE’s (Center for Telecommunications and Information Engineering, http://www.ctie.monash.
edu.au) Linux cluster (which consists of 8 dual-CPU 1 GHz
Pentium-III processors connected via a 100 Mb/s Ethernet
switch). We have installed the LAM-MPI [LAM-MPI] system
on our cluster.
In order to keep the explanation as short as possible, we
choose a network of two simulated end-systems (“tic” and
“toc”) which send packets to each other via two unidirectional communication channels (See Figure 1). This simulation
configuration is described by a text file (a ned or network description file in OMNeT++ jargon) that identifies the network’s
nodes and links between them:
network TangleNet :

Figure 2: Sending/receiving functions are invoked by the
simulation kernel and handled by an arbitrary parallel interface.

Figure 3: The structure of the MPI - Interface is very similar
to that shown in Figure 2, with the exception of additional
MPI Package Object.

TicToc_net on:
processor1, processor2;
endnetwork
module TicToc_net
machines:
processor1, processor2;
submodules:
tic: tictoc on: processor1;
toc: tictoc on: processor2;
connections:
tic.out --> toc.in;
tic.in <-- toc.out;
endmodule
The ned file mainly performs two important tasks: (1) provides
the network topology, the modules used, and (2) distribution of
the topology to the “virtual” processors for execution.
One way of providing the mapping between the virtual processors and real processors can be through a hostfile. In this file,
the names of the hosts that will participate in the computations
are written. For the above example, the hostfile we use contains names of two hosts: tangles0 and tangles1. The
packet sources tic and toc are derived from the simple OMNeT++ module tictoc (their dynamic behavior is identical).
IN OMNeT++, simple modules are written in C++ by extending the base simulation classes. For details and C++ code of
the tictoc module, [Şekercioğlu, 2002] can be referred.
Since OMNeT++ supports unlimited levels of nesting of simple modules into compound modules, the partitions of a topology to be distributed into separate computational nodes can be
as complex as one would want.

Figure 4: Conceptual message flows for communicating
segments in the TicToc example.

MPI Interface Implementation
Due to the tedious requirement of maintaining buffers for MPI
transmissions, we have implemented the MPI interface with an
MPI package class. This class handles all packing/unpacking
and sending/receiving functions as well as those required for
buffer maintenance (i.e., updating buffer pointers, setting buffer
sizes, specifying package sizes etc.)
The MPI package encapsulates the low level MPI calls and
aims to reduce redundant calls to MPI where possible e.g. when
requesting a new buffer for communication, reuse an existing
buffer if it does not exceed its capacity.

Implementation of PDES Support by using Message Passing Interface (MPI)
OMNeT++ provides the inter-segment communication functionality as an abstract interface (See Figure 2). This interface
provides a predefined set of abstract functions for initialization,
termination, network setup, and sending/receiving of messages
and abstract data types between the segments. The MPI interface simply overrides the abstract functions of the parallel
interface to use the functionality provided by MPI.

Figure 5: Message flows during simulation termination.

To illustrate the structure of the MPI Interface implementation we revisit the example simulation presented in Section
4.1, where we have two modules “Tic” and “Toc”, on separate
segments. Tic initiates the simulation by sending a message to
Toc, who then returns a message to Tic and vice-versa until the
simulation time limit is reached. Assume that Tic is sitting on
the Master segment and Toc is sitting on the Slave segment and
that all network initializations and start-up sequences have been
completed. Times of interest then begin from t = 0 seconds.
The sequence of events can be summarized as follows (see also
Figures 4 and 5 for message flows):
1. Tic initiates a message send to Toc.
2. Toc blocks and waits for a message from Tic to arrive.
This is implemented via a blocking receive function in
MPI (the blocking receive is always called in favor of nonblocking receives when the message queue is empty. Since
there is only one message moving through this simulation,
blocking receive is used. When the message queue is not
empty, non-blocking receives are performed).
3. Once the message is received at Toc, it is processed by
a do process netmsg() function inside the simulation
kernel. This function is responsible for identifying the
type of message according to its MPI message tag.
4. do process netmsgs() is more or less just a large
switch statement handling the different message types. If
the message received is a simulation packet, then unpack
the contents of the message and hand it over to the actual
module.

all the synchronisation schemes to implement, SSM does not
require insertions of syncpoints between segment boundaries
that change as we experiment with different partitioning configurations when attempting to find the optimal one.
Later, we will implement the conservative approach and
compare the performance between the two and the amount of
error SSM introduces. We aim to find the best variables to be
used in SSM to minimize the statistical error and then increase
the number of nodes in a full scale simulation of a randomly
generated internetwork topology.

Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we presented the general overview of our
Message Passing Interface (MPI) based Object-Oriented parallel discrete event simulation framework. We have initiated this project for simulating and modeling very large
scale telecommunication networks on shared-memory and
distributed-memory parallel processing systems. Currently, we
focus our attention in the following three research projects:
• Automatic generation of realistic network topologies and
ned files.
• Optimal topology partitioning for minimizing the communication among the distributed network segments.
• Selection of the best synchronization method suitable for
the architecture of the underlying parallel computing hardware.

5. The simulation kernel in the Toc segment then performs We will be reporting the progress of our work in future papers.
some processing and checks if the module has messages
to transmit to other modules. In this case Toc just echoes
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Implementation of SSM in MPI
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using the MPI interface of OMNeT++. Been the simplest of
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